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Abstract

AFM & STM metrology has been around for a long time, and especially intense
since it has been awarded by the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1986. Since then, many
AFM & STM groove profile measurements on surface relief diffraction gratings
have been presented. However, a wide review of the results of the use of AFM &
STM methods for groove metrology of various surface relief gratings has not really
been undertaken. The following problems are discussed in this chapter: the cantile-
ver tip deconvolution, geometry, and radius; groove shapes and abrupt groove
slopes; roughness; PSD functions; etc. Also, the author demonstrates comparisons
with other widely-used metrology techniques and examples of AFM & STM data of
bulk, coated, and multilayer-coated ruled, or holographic, or lithographic gratings
having realistic groove profiles. These gratings were chosen because high quality
efficiency data exists, in particular, for space gratings or/and X-ray gratings char-
acterized by synchrotron radiation sources; and their groove profiles, together with
random nanoroughness, were measured by AFM or STM to be included in rigorous
efficiency and scattered light intensity calculus. In the present chapter, both the
earlier published results and the recent, non-published yet results are described and
discussed.

Keywords: diffraction grating, AFM, STM, groove profile metrology, surface
nanoroughness, PSD function, RMS roughness, diffraction efficiency, X-rays

1. Introduction

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
metrology as parts of more general Scanning Probe Microscopy has been around for
a long time, and especially intense since it has been awarded by the Nobel Prize in
Physics in 1986. In 1988, our team was one the first who designed, manufactured,
and used the specialized scanning tunneling microscope to measure newly
developed big-size surface-relief holographic diffraction gratings obtained in non-
organic photoresist and having in an order lower roughness (Figure 1) [1]. For
today, STM & AFM profile measurements on surface-relief diffraction gratings are
presented as a matter of routine, see, e.g., in Refs [2, 3]. On the other side, precise
microscopic surface-relief patterns are used as grating standards to calibrate atomic
force microscopes (see, i.e., in [4]).

However, a wide analysis of the use of the STM and AFM methods for surface
relief grating groove metrology has not really been undertaken in details. The
following problems are discussed here: the tip deconvolution, geometry, and radius;
groove shapes and abrupt groove slopes; roughness; PSD functions; other. The
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author demonstrates examples of AFM & STM data and comparisons with other
widely-used metrology techniques for bulk, coated, and multilayer-coated ruled, or
holographic, or laser-lithographic, or electron-lithographic gratings having lamellar,
or sinusoidal, or blazed, or other realistic groove profiles. These gratings were
chosen because high quality efficiency data exists, in particular, for flight gratings
or/and X-ray gratings characterized by synchrotron radiation sources; and their
groove profiles, together with random nanoroughness, were measured by AFM or
STM to be included in rigorous efficiency and scattered light intensity calculus.

Here the author briefly compares various standard techniques for exact deter-
mining the digital profile and 3D topography of a surface relief grating. Several
widely used direct (or semi-direct – ‘imaging’) methods and respective instruments
applicable for this purpose are compared. The advantage of using direct and exact
groove metrology to predict efficiency and polarization characteristics of gratings
now is well-known and widely used. The main purpose of such modern approach is
rejecting unusable samples on earlier stages and decreasing expenses for their pro-
duction and research. This is much more effective in compare to the earlier
approaches, wherein: (1) a master grating is fabricated, whether by mechanical
burnishing with a ruling engine, or holographic writing (interferometry), or direct
laser recording (DWL), or various newer writing techniques, like as electron-beam
lithography (EBL) and Si-etching, or their combinations; then, (2) it is replicated
or/and coated, and, finally, (3) tested for the diffraction efficiency and scattering
light intensity. For mechanically ruled gratings, a ‘test’ ruling can quickly be
checked with this approach, whereas a complete ruling sometimes requires several
days or even weeks of continuous use of expensive ruling machines [5]. Even for
holographic or EBL gratings, considerable efforts of writing, etching and coating the
grating with specialized coatings, especially multilayer coatings, can be decreased
additionally if metrology validates that an intermediate product is suitable in the
planned application.

Figure 1.
STM images of holographic relief grating surfaces (Au-coated) obtained by (a) organic and (b) non-organic
photoresists (after [1]).
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2. Direct metrology techniques

The author briefly discusses and compares in the first part of this chapter several
basic, among many others, direct metrology techniques: microinterferometry (as
one of optical methods) [6], stylus (mechanical) profilometry [7], scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) [8], and AFM [9]. Several examples of groove metrology results
are presented and discussed further including those obtained very recently.

Any method for measuring the profile of a surface relief grating requires some
calibration procedure [10]. The considered here methods are also widely used for
surface microroughness determination on a nanometer or sub-nanometer level.
Measuring main groove parameters of a grating, in particular, the actual groove
depth or blaze angle, adds to the requirements for the specific metrology method.
The depth of the groove profile, defined depending on the accuracy of a vertical
calibration, basically determine the wavelength for the peak efficiency in a given
optical mounting geometry (classical or conical) [11]. The common error of the
order of a few percent in the lateral calibration can affect the prediction of the blaze
wavelength that should be within hard tolerance for many practical applications.
This is because the groove vertical geometry is often expressed relatively to the
grating period, in dimensionless units. Any lateral error becomes vertical error in
the respective topographical transformation. Fortunately, lateral errors can be fairly
determined because the grating period is well known beforehand with high accu-
racy and, thus, the grating data itself gives a calibration factor to correct the lateral
scale unit. The accurate lateral calibration is also required for rigorous efficiency
modeling codes, in which the use of the average groove profile shape is very
important to obtain exact efficiency data in all significant diffraction orders.

The microinterferometer is sometimes called as ‘optical profilometer’. It is
essentially an interferometric head on a microscope, where the reference arm of the
interferometer views a small, highly polished reference plate [6]. Such a reference
can be removed from the results of measurements on highly polished surfaces that
is important for grating measurements because many state-of-the-art gratings,
especially for X-ray and Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) applications, have the root-
mean-square (RMS) roughness of the same order as the best reference plates. A
Phase Shift Instruments model MicroXAM [12] has been used in the discussed work
[10]. It has variable magnification from 2� to 100�; values of range and resolution
for the 50� magnification is listed in Table 1. The instrument uses the zero path
difference calculations independently for each pixel from a series of images
obtained during a vertical sweep. This increases the available vertical range and the
available slope angle range substantially, however any microinterferometer has two
lateral resolution-restricted factors, which are not limitations in the other

Instrument Microinterferometer 50� Stylus
profilometer

Atomic-force
microscope

Units

Vertical resolution 0.05 0.1 0.05 nm

Vertical range 100 130 �5 μm

Lateral resolution �0.3 �0.3 0.015 μm

Lateral range 163 (more w/stitching) > 25000 100 μm

Limiting factor(s) for
lateral resolution

MTF, sampling, need for
retroreflection over the whole profile

Tip radius &
angle

Tip radius

Upper slope limit – 45 �70 deg.

Table 1.
Measurement characteristics of three surface profiling instruments (after [10]).
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considered methods. Namely, the optical resolution is due to the diffraction limit
and pixel sampling is due to different magnifications and focusing. The theoretical
limit on lateral resolution in such instruments is a half of the working wavelength,
or, typically, about 0.1–0.3 μm. Thus, this method generally is not suitable to
measure high-frequency (short-period) and/or low-depth diffraction grating.

The stylus profilometer has a diamond tip to brought into direct contact with the
surface, with calibrated contact force. As the tip moves across the surface, the
motion of the tip is amplified, filtered, and detected. The basic limits inherent to
such metrology devices are well-discussed, e.g., in [7]. Care must be exercised to
prevent indentations of the surface by the tip, depending on materials and forces
used, as well as accounting the tip size. The model used in this work is a Tencor P-10
[13]. Table 1 presents the basic lateral and vertical ranges and resolutions typical for
the instrument. Typical measurement parameters are: the tip radius of 0.1 μm (in
the plane of dispersion), the tip speed of 5 μm/s, the digital sampling of 2 kHz, the
tip force of 0.25 mg, and profile lengths of at least 100 μm (depending on the groove
period). Note that in the last model of this instrument, KLA-Tencor HRP-260, the
tip radius can be up to 25 nm and it has a high-resolution stage that produces
scanning results similar to an AFM device. In the recent investigation we have used
another model, namely, ХР-1 Stylus (Ambios Тechnology, USA) [14].

The AFM instrument model that has been used in the discussed earlier work was
a Digital Instruments Nanoscope III [15]. The recent investigation was carried out
using the atomic-force microscope model NT-MDT NTEGRA Aura [16]. NTEGRA
Aura is a Scanning Probe Microscope for studies in the conditions of controlled
environment and low vacuum. The Q-factor of the cantilever in vacuum increases,
thus gaining the sensitivity, reliability and accuracy of ‘probe-sample’ light forces
measurements. At that, the change from atmosphere pressure to 10�3 Torr vacuum
provides the tenfold gain of Q-factor. By further vacuum pumping, Q-factor
reaches its plateau and changes insignificantly. Thus, NTEGRA Aura comparing to
the high-vacuum devices it needs much less time, about a minute, to get the
vacuum that is needed for the tenfold Q-factor increase. NTEGRA Aura has built-in
closed loop control for all the axes, optical system with 1 μm resolution and ability
to work with more than 40 different AFM regimes.

We have used for the Si-grating technology investigation a flexible Carl Zeiss
SUPRA 25 SEM system with a versatile analytical specimen chamber that can be
easily expanded with a choice of optional detectors and a full range of accessories
[17]. Utilizing the unique GEMINI field emission column, it delivers superb resolu-
tion over the complete high voltage range with the magnification of up to 500000.
The large 5-axes motorized cartesian stage is particularly useful for handling a
number of smaller specimens simultaneously. It is equally useful for accommodat-
ing bulky or irregular shaped specimens.

Table 1 summarizes the capabilities and limits of the three metrology devices,
which have been characterized earlier for grating metrology. As one can see, the
atomic-force microscope has the finest lateral and perfect vertical resolutions. The
stylus profilometer and the microinterferometer have comparable vertical ranges,
however, without a possibility to determine superfine (atomic-scale) structures,
i.e., nanoroughness, and abrupt slopes (see, e.g., Figures 3–5). On the other hand,
the stylus profilometer has significantly larger lateral range for probing to the
millimeter spatial range. Also, the AFM data gives a typical example of non-linearity
that should be accounted and described further.

In the groove profile experiment, a series of step height calibration standards [18]
has been used [10]. The vertical axis was calibrated using one of the smallest steps of
10 nm. Then the rest of the step height series was measured. Small errors, up to 8%,
were observed for heights much higher than that used to calibrate the atomic-force
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microscope. The fit to correct such nonlinearity was used when the nonlinearity gives
a significant difference. The obtained results are summarized in Table 2.

In the manufacture and analysis of diffraction gratings, it is necessary to control
certain of their parameters at each stage of the process. A SEM research [19] is
permissible only at the stage of development of the manufacturing technology,
because after each technological operation, see, e.g., [20] or Section 4.5, the sample
of the Si-etched grating becomes less and less, since a fragment is separated from
the sample to obtain a SEM image of a transverse cleavage (CS). In contrast to this,
AFM studies are non-destructive; therefore, control of parameters in the manufac-
ture of gratings is usually carried out with the help of AFM. We made a comparison
between AFM (NTEGRA Aura microscope) topographies and SEM (SUPRA 25
system) images of Si-etched grating samples with the period of 2 μm. Table 3 shows
the results of AFM and SEM investigations of Si-etched gratings obtained at differ-
ent stages of their fabrication. Table also presents the numerical comparing between
the AFM and SEM results of the measured groove geometric parameters for the
samples studied. The calculated value of the blaze (working facet) angle from the
SEM studies was obtained from the sine determined by dividing the experimental
values of the groove depth by the width of the working facet.

To measure the roughness of Si(100) plates etched through a DWL mask in
KOH and intended for developing the technology of manufacturing Si-etched

Nominal height, nm Microinterferometer Stylus profilometer Atomic-force microscope

8.7 7.92 8.1 —

25.8 — — 25.7

42.7 43.4 42.4 —

530 — — 520

1046 — — 1005

1590 — — 1469

960 — — —

Note No. 3, 4 2 1

1. Nonlinear at �8% at highest step when calibrated to a 10 nm step.
2. Using 0.1 μm tip, could not resolve depth of 3.3 μm period, AFM step height standard.
3. Used at 50� magnification.
4. At 100� did not have lateral resolution to see the 3 μm period samples tested using AFM.

Table 2.
Step height data (after [10]).

Sample No. Groove depth, nm Working facet width, nm Working facet angle, deg.

SEM АFM SEM АFM SEM АFM

1 151 (47)* 133 (38)* 1571 — — —

2 149 (37)* 141 (44)* — — — —

3 111 121 1630 1710 3.90 4.05

4 111 111 1603 1594 3.97 —

5 105 114 1590 1580 3.89 4.13
*Height of Si-nubs.

Table 3.
AFM and SEM data for blaze Si-etched gratings.
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gratings, several high quality samples were selected using white light optical
microscopy. The roughness of the etched bottom and the non-etched area was
measured by two compared methods: Stylus Profilometry (XP-1 Stylus
profilometer) and AFM (NTEGRA Aura microscope). Our studies were carried out
on an atomic force microscope in the semi-contact or tapping mode; all scans had
512 � 512 points. We used TipsNano [4] silicon cantilevers with a typical radius of
tips �6 nm. The results of roughness measurement by two methods on topological
elements (stripes) of 50 μm wide are presented in Table 4. As follows from the
presented data, the RMS roughness obtained by different methods may differ by
more than an order of magnitude. This is due to the radius of the stylus and the
scanning length, which in that case were 2 μm and 80 μm, respectively. However,
this device is equipped with a stylus with a radius of 0.2 μm, which, in principle,
allows one to measure low- and mid-frequency gratings with smaller roughness.
Note that for the etched bottom, where the average roughness is several times
higher, the scatter of results is much smaller and ranges from several tens of percent
to several times.

3. AFM groove metrology problems

A cantilever tip convolution, which limits the resolution of both the atomic-
force microscope and the stylus profilometer, has been much studied and various
algorithms to account for this effect has been developed and intensively used (see,
e.g., [21] and also in this book). In the results presented in Table 2 such algorithms
have not be used. However, the general used rule is that the known tip radius should
be much less than the measured periods of gratings. Typically, the radius of a fresh
AFM cantilever tip is about 5–15 nm; so, the rule of thumb is that for groove profiles
of mid- and high-frequency gratings (say, periods of 100–300 nm and less) tip
deconvolution algorithms should be used. In the vertical direction, the depth
parameter is smaller, and, apparently, the groove profiles recorded somewhat non-
correctly for high-frequency gratings only. However, it depends also on absolute
values of the groove profile depth, which can vary in two orders of magnitude.

Another important and general AFM problem, in particular for fine-structure
gratings with steep slopes and high aspect ratios of grooves, is the shape and the
radius of AFM cantilever tips. Tip size has the major impact on the resolution of
images obtained by any atomic-force microscope. The knowledge of the tip radius
and shape is essential for the quantitative interpretation of nano-scale lateral steps,
in particular, for roughness having short correlation lengths. Tip wear is therefore a

Sample No. RMS roughness, nm

Non-etched field Etched bottom

Profilometer AFM Profilometer AFM

1 2.6 0.2 2.8 0.8

2 3.2 1.6 4.0 2.5

3 3.4 0.2 4.5 1.8

4 2.8 1.7 2.9 4.9

5 2.4 1.5 3.5 4.3

Table 4.
AFM and stylus Profilometry data for Si-etched plates.
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key limitation in the application of AFM [22]. The results of nanoindentation
experiments with diffraction gratings permanently confirm this conclusion. The
measurement of the tip radius before and after measuring groove profiles of grat-
ings was performed in Ref. [10], and they found that the radius to be in the range of
10–20 nm. One measurement found a fresh tip to be �10 nm radius and a used one
to be �20 nm. Therefore, one should restrict an AFM-profiling work to gratings of
period much longer than 10–20 nm, as it has been discussed above.

One more problem in AFM measurements of diffraction gratings is the grooves
with steep facet slopes, which can be 80 degrees and more for echelle gratings [2].
This problem is similar to measurements of the rectangular (lamellar) groove pro-
file in microelectronics [23]. To accurately measure such general trapezoidal pro-
files with steep or even negative sidewalls, a large change in the angle of inclination
of a cantilever (or scanner, or sample) and/or special cantilever (tip) shape are
required, as well as taking into account the aspect ratio of measured grooves [24].
Several studies applied to periodic structures demonstrate that some combination of
the tilted probe, special orientations of AFM images and appropriate deconvolution
algorithms allows the precise groove shape reconstruction at any aspect ratio [25].
An example of such problem successfully solved is the average groove profile (two
grooves) of a 112/mm echelle R5 grating (blaze angle �78°) derived from AFM
images and presented in Figure 2.

In Figure 3, typical power spectral density (PSD) 1D functions for Si(111)
substrate and Si-etched grating samples (see also Section 4.5) are shown. An esti-
mator of the PSD function is factually the periodogram for any periodic, or quasi-
periodic, or random profile, or some combination. Assuming the ergodicity of a
stochastic process connected with a random generation of asperities, the PSD func-
tion can be found as the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function [26].
Although these functions are mathematically equivalent, one can analyze easy any
corrugations of the profile shape simultaneously, i.e., random roughness and groove
depth variations, using the 1D or 2D PSD function. Then, the RMS roughness is
directly calculated through PSD as the root square of the integral over an effective
range of allowed spatial frequencies. Thus, a wide lateral scanning range may
require for an AFM instrument to take into account in the evaluated RMS roughness
all spatial frequencies (or correlation lengths). It is especially important for low-
frequency (long-period) gratings having additionally large correlation lengths of
random roughnesses. A good discussion related to this problem and devoted of the
use of AFM and similar instruments for measurements of PSD functions of smooth

Figure 2.
Average AFM groove profile for 112/mm echelle R5 grating.
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mirrors for imaging systems working in the X-ray–EUV range can be found in [27].
So, if one need to use images with a scanning area of about 100 � 100 μm2 then
thermal drifts, hysteresis, and essential scanner nonlinearities should be accounted.

4. AFM groove metrology results

4.1 Space ruled grating for Visible: NIR

The abovementioned metrology techniques were applied to validate the effi-
ciency of a chosen grating from an ordered grating set which is mounted in the
Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) flown aboard the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) [28]. A � 1-order reflection grating with 67.556/mm blazed for
750 nm (1.44° nominal blaze angle) working in the range from 500 to 1000 nm at 8°
incidence angle was chosen by us for a certification [29]. The pattern size was 1.5
inches by 1.5 inches, and the ruled area was 30 mm by 30 mm. A sister-replica to
this grating, designated ‘Ng41M’ or by its manufacturers’ (Richardson Gratings of
Newport Corp.) serial number, 1528, is in use on the HST/STIS as a red survey
grating (blazed in the red visible and near infrared range) [10]. In its flight appli-
cation, this grating had a reflective overcoating of 100 nm Al plus 25 nm MgF2.
However, in these wavelengths the effect of the MgF2 layer is minor and simula-
tions have showed no valuable difference, within a small part of the accuracy in the
measured diffraction efficiency) with such coating or without it. This grating was
chosen as an example because: (1) high quality efficiency data exists for it, includ-
ing rigorous efficiency calculus using the realistic groove profile shape; and (2)
groove profiles can be measurable by the mentioned above three methods for a
direct comparison.

Portion of a trace of grating No. 1528 taken with the microinterferometer is
shown in Figure 4. Both the depth and the profile shape are somewhat distorted in
compare with the groove profiles in Figures 5, 6 obtained by the other considered
methods. However, as one can see, the overall groove depth and profile are evident.
It is clear from the all figures that the profile roughness is higher on the upper
sloped portion than on the steep edges. Difficulties in holding the sample steady
during ‘flyback’ prevented reproducibility of measurements for that microinter-
ferometric study.

The groove profile was characterized in details AFM measurements. The tips
used here were 10 or 20 nm in radius. An example of the typical groove profile of
No. 1528 grating is presented in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows an example of AFM data

Figure 3.
PSD function: (left) for Si(111) substrate; (right) for Si-etched grating with 500/mm and 4° blaze angle.
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Figure 6.
AFM image of two grooves of ruled grating No. 1528 (after [10]).

Figure 4.
Portion of a microinterferometer trace of ruled grating No. 1528 (after [10]).

Figure 5.
Portion of a stylus profilometer trace of ruled grating No. 1528 (after [10]).
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for a portion of the surface of the investigated ruled grating. The basic groove
profile shape is clearly evident, along with portions of the profile that are rougher
than others, and some roughness along the grooves is indicated as well. Figure 6
shows that the minimum of the grooves is clearly visible in the AFM image. If, as
usually, one selects the bottom of the groove as the minimum value, there are two
complete grooves in each scan.

The resulting average groove profile – with averaging performed both across the
grooves and along as well – is shown in Figure 7. The solid line is based on the AFM
data, and the dotted line is based on the stylus profilometer data: the groove tops are
aligned for the purpose of this comparison; the relatively sharp groove bottom is not
as well resolved by the stylus profilometer. The periodicity of the profile is shown
by comparing a model of the averaged scan based on the average groove profile
shape to the average scan. This is demonstrated by dotted lines plotted against the
initial data in Figure 4 (microinterferometer) and Figure 5 (stylus profilometer).
Once the average profile has been determined, the fitting routine finds the sawtooth
and two-angle shape fits by the method of least squares. It is found in the consid-
ered case the blaze angle of 1.45° and the anti-blaze angle of 30° (Figure 8). The
efficiency in general is fairly insensitive to the anti-blaze angle, and the fitting
procedure does not fit it as consistently as it does a case of the blaze angle. Thus, the
final average groove profile derived from AFM measurements for efficiency
modeling purposes is shown in Figure 8 with 100 discretization points [29].

4.2 Soft-X-ray: EUV blaze gratings

The surface of gratings, namely, the master [30] and replica [31] gratings, as
examples of ‘good’ products, were characterized using a Topometrix Explorer
Scanning Probe microscope [32], a type of atomic-force microscopes. The gratings
have 2400/mm, a concave radius of curvature of 2.0 m, and a patterned area of size
45 mm by 35 mm. The master grating was fabricated by Spectrogon UK Limited
(formerly Tayside Optical Technology). The groove pattern was developed in fused
silica by a holographic technique using ion-beam etching to produce an approxi-
mately triangular, blazed groove profile. Ion-beam etching results in a groove pro-
file much closer to triangular than the ideal blazed (sawtooth) profile with the apex
angle of �90°. The master grating was uncoated. The replica of the master grating
was produced by Hyperfine, Inc. As a result of the replication process, the replica
grating had an aluminum surface. A thin SiO2 coating was applied to the Al surface

Figure 7.
Average groove profile for grating No. 1528 based on AFM and stylus profilometer data.
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for the purpose of reducing the nanoroughness and protecting the surface from an
additional oxidation.

The AFM images typically had 500 � 500 pixels and a scan range of 1 to 20 μm
(pixel size 20 to 400 Å). The silicon probe had a pyramid shape. The base of the
pyramid was 3 to 6 μm in size, the height of the pyramid was 10 to 20 μm, and the
height to base ratio was approximately 3. The tip of the pyramid had a radius of
curvature 100 to 200 Å. The AFM scans were performed using the non-contact
resonating mode, where the change in the oscillation amplitude of the probe is
sensed by the instrument. A surface topology reference sample was used to opti-
mize the AFM scanning parameters, to calibrate the height scaling of the instru-
ment, and to evaluate the performance of the AFM. This was essential for the
accurate characterization of the gratings. The surface topology reference sample
consisted of an array of approximately square holes fabricated on the silicon dioxide
surface of a silicon die by VLSI Standards, Inc. [18]. The top surface of the die was
coated with a thin layer of Pt. The hole array had a pitch of 3 μm and a hole depth of
180 Å.

One typical AFM image of the master grating measured using 16-Å pixels is
shown in Figure 9, where the vertical scale has been scaled to reveal the texture of
the groove surface. The RMS roughness, determined by integrating the PSD func-
tion over 2–40 μm�1 range, was 3.2 Å. Most of the roughness is concentrated at low
spatial frequencies as is apparent from the analysis of the PSD function. The central
portion of the AFM image shown in Figure 9 that covers one period of the grating
pattern was selected for further investigations. An analysis program was written in
the Interactive Display Language (IDL) for this purpose and it is discussed in detail
in Ref. [31].

The histogram of the pixel heights, for one period of the grating pattern, is
shown in Figure 10. The maxima at 10 Å and 85 Å in Figure 10 are caused by
rounding of the groove profile at the peaks and the troughs which is a result of the
pattern fabrication process. An ideal groove profile, either sawtooth or triangular,
would have a flat height histogram. The separation between the peaks in Figure 10
represents the average groove height, approximately 75 Å. The local blaze angle at
each pixel was determined by using a least squares algorithm to fit a linear curve to

Figure 8.
Models of normalized to period groove profiles of No. 1528 grating.
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the data points in a sliding window. The window was 25 pixels (400 Å) long in the
direction perpendicular to the grooves and one pixel wide parallel to the grooves.
The blaze angle is the arctangent of the fitted slope. The histogram of the blaze
angles, for all rows of data in one period of the grating, is shown in Figure 11. The
peak at 2.5 deg. represents the classical blaze angle, and the peak at 5.5 deg.

Figure 10.
Histogram of pixel heights from AFM image of 2400/mm holographic grating (after [30]).

Figure 9.
AFM image of 2400/mm holographic (master) grating (after [30]).

Figure 11.
Histogram of blaze angles from AFM image of 2400/mm holographic grating (after [30]).
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represents the steep facet of the ideal sawtooth profile as modified by the ion-beam
etching process. For a density of 2400/mm and for facet angles of 2.5 deg. and
5.5 deg., an ideal grating would have a groove height of 125 Å. However, the
measured value of 75 Å (Figure 10) indicates a significant degree of rounding at the
peaks and troughs of the groove profile. In addition, the measured ratio of the
heights of the 2.5 deg. and 5.5 deg. features in the angle histogram (Figure 11) is
approximately 3, greater than the ratio of approximately 2 that is expected based on
the average facet angles.

The interpretation of the widths of the features in Figure 11 is difficult because
they are complicated functions of the surface roughness, the width of the sliding
window, and the probe geometry. This is addressed in the publications [30, 33, 34].
The feature at �2 deg. in Figure 11 results from the fits to the peaks and troughs of
the groove profile, where the local slope is changing rapidly but has an average
value near zero. Simulations show that the �2-deg offset of this feature from zero is
a consequence of the unequal average blaze angles of the two facets. To provide a
groove profile for the efficiency calculation, a representative AFM scan perpendic-
ular to the grooves was chosen at random and scaled to the average groove height.
The resulting groove profile is shown in Figure 12. This groove profile has 210
points.

An AFM image of two grooves of the replica grating is shown in Figure 13. The
scan was performed across the grooves over a range of 1 μm (20-Å pixels). The
vertical scale in Figure 13 has been expanded to reveal the texture the texture of the
grating surface. The PSD function derived from a 2 μm-size image spanning nearly 5
grooves is shown in Figure 14. The peak in the 2 to 3 μm�1 frequency range results
from the 0.4167 μm groove period. The RMS roughness is 7 Å in the 4–40 μm�1

Figure 12.
Average groove profile from AFM image of 2400/mm grating: (1) 7.5-nm- deep master; (2) 9.0-nm-deep
replica; (3) 6.6-nm-deep scaled replica (after [35]).

Figure 13.
AFM image of 2400/mm replica grating (after [31]).
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frequency range. By comparison, the RMS roughness of the master grating measured
by the same type of AFM instrument was 3.2 Å, and this implies that the replica
grating is significantly rougher than the master grating. This may result from the
replication process, which for a concave grating is at least a two-step process. Fur-
thermore, the master grating was fabricated on a fused silica surface by a holographic
technique and was ion-beam polished, while the Al surface of the replica grating may
contribute to its larger nanoroughness. The replica grating without the SiO2 coating
was not characterized by AFM. Typical average groove profile derived from the AFM
image (1 μm in size) of the replica grating is shown in Figure 15. The groove profile is
approximately triangular in shape with rounded corners and troughs and with facet
angles of 3.4 deg. and 6.2 deg. The average groove depths derived from the AFM
images are in the range 85 to 95 Å. These values of the facet angles and the groove
depth are larger than the corresponding values for the master grating, 2.5 deg. and
5.5 deg. facet angles and 75 Å average groove depth (Figure 12). Thus, the grooves of
the replica grating are deeper and the facet angles are steeper compared to those of
the master grating.

Multilayer gratings were produced by application of Mo4Ru6/Be multilayer
coatings [35, 36] to two replicas of the described holographic master grating.

Figure 14.
PSD function of 2400/mm replica grating from AFM image (after [31]).

Figure 15.
Average groove profile from AFM image of 2400/mm Mo4Ru6/Be grating (after [36]).
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Beryllium-based multilayer coatings can provide substantial reflectance at wave-
lengths near 11 nm. Such a Mo4Ru6/Be multilayer coating with 50 bi-layers was
applied to the grating substrate. The coating was deposited by the magnetron-
sputtering technique. Here we describe one of the multilayer gratings.

The surface of the multilayer grating was also characterized using the same
Topometrix Explorer scanning probe microscope. The grating topography was
measured merely for the master, replica, and multilayer gratings. The scan was
performed across the grooves over a range of 1 μm (2-nm pixels). Typical groove
profiles derived from the AFM image (1 μm in size) of the master, replica, and
multilayer gratings are shown in Figures 9, 13, 15, respectively. These groove pro-
files have from 120 to 210 points. The groove profiles are approximately triangular
in shape with rounded corners and troughs and with facet angles of 2.5° & 5.5°, 3.4°
& 6.2°, and 3.0° & 4.1°, respectively. The average groove depths derived from the
AFM images are in the range 7 to 8 nm, 8.5 to 9.5 nm, and 8 to 9 nm, respectively.
Within the AFM groove-to-groove variation of the facet angles, the border shapes
did not significantly change after multilayer coating. As determined above the
average surface of the multilayer grating was characterized using a scaled replica
AFM profile (Figure 12).

4.3 Space holographic gratings for VUV: NUV

The aforementioned AFM method was applied to simulate the efficiency of a
5870/mm G185M grating intended for operation at vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV)
wavelengths below 200 nm [37]. This grating has the highest groove density and the
shortest operational wavelength range of all Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS
gratings planned for the last servicing mission to the HST) [38]. The G185M master
grating was recorded holographically on 40 mm by 15 mm rectangular fused silica
blank and the Pt coated at HORIBA Jobin Yvon Inc. [3]. An adhesive Cr coating, a
working Al coating, and a protective (from oxidation) MgF2 coating were deposited
on Au-coated replica gratings at NASA/GSFC.

Resonance efficiency anomalies associated with waveguide funneling modes
inside the MgF2 dielectric layer degrading the G185M COS NUV grating perfor-
mance were measured and qualitatively described at NASA/GSFC [39]. We used
PCGrate-SX v. 6.1 [40] to model the efficiency of the G185M subwavelength grat-
ing with real boundary profiles (measured by AFM) and refractive indices (RIs)
taken from different sources, including best fits of the calculated efficiency data to
experimental ones [37].

The border profiles were characterized using AFMmeasurements. The profile of
the G185M grating (replica C) intended for operation in the 170–200-nm range was
AFM-measured before and after deposition of the Cr/Al/MgF2 coating (Figure 16).
As seen from the figure, after the deposition the profile depth decreased by about a

Figure 16.
G185M AFM-measured surfaces before (left) and after (right) coating Al plus MgF2 (after [37]).
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factor of 2.05 (46.4 nm against 22.6 nm), and the profile shape changed noticeably
too, thus evidencing the case of nonconformal layering of the grating. For the
reason that all G185M gratings were manufactured from the same master and by the
same technology, one may suggest that all of them share before- and after-coating
profiles. The average before-coating groove profile had 165 points and the average
after-coating profile had 163 points.

To determine which of the two AFM-measured boundary profiles, MgF2 (bor-
der profile 1 measured after Cr/Al/MgF2 coating) or (Cr)-Au (border profile 2
measured before Cr/Al/MgF2 coating), is closer to the MgF2-Al boundary, we
started with modeling the non-polarized (NP) efficiency of a two-boundary grating.
We assume a conformal MgF2 layer (the lower MgF2-Al boundary is identical in
shape to the MgF2 one) with the 40.1 nm thickness. The calculated efficiencies
(Figure 17, pink curve) differ from the measured values in time throughout the
whole wavelength range, thus implying invalidity of a model with a conformal
layer. All calculated efficiency data presented in Figure 17 were obtained with the
RIs of Al and MgF2 taken from the handbook of Palik [41]. Although hereinafter the
experimental efficiency data of two grating replicas (A and B) are displayed, we will
focus primarily on discussing the grating A data (solid dark blue squares in
Figure 17), because replica A is the grating on which more measurements were
performed.

The next step is to use two models with nonconformal layers, one with the lower
boundary being the same as border 2 (Figure 17, yellow curve) and the other with
the boundary scaled from border 2 at all points by a factor of 0.488 to the profile
depth of border 1 (Figure 17, bright green curve). In both cases, a vertical displace-
ment of one boundary with respect to the other (shift of the boundary reference
levels) was 40.1 nm, as in the conformal model. As evident from Figure 17, the
nonconformal model with unscaled lower boundary yields a noticeably superior
qualitative agreement with experimental data. This suggests that the MgF2-Al
boundary more closely resembles border profile 2 than border profile 1. The model
takes into account the fact that the thickness difference of 23.8 nm between the
lower and upper boundaries should be added to the conformal vertical displacement
(40.1 nm) to obtain an adequate vertical displacement for the nonconformal MgF2

Figure 17.
G185M –1st-order NP efficiency measured and calculated for different layer shapes.
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layer. In this way the period-averaged thickness of the nonconformal MgF2 layer is
kept approximately equal to 40.1 nm within the boundary shape distortion.

To determine the effect of profile shape, we set up models with equal depths and
vertical shifts. The first one has border 1 scaled to the depth of border 2 (making it
grater by a factor of 2.05) and a vertical displacement between the zero boundary
levels equal to 63.9 nm. As seen from Figure 17, the efficiency of this model (orange
curve) is close to that of another model with unscaled border 2 and a vertical shift of
63.9 nm (sky blue curve), while it is inferior by 40% or more as far as matching the
experimental efficiencies. The latter suggests that, to set up an exact model, one has
not only to determine the depth of the MgF2-Al boundary but also to take into
account the shape of its profile – see Figure 18.

Having determined the type of the MgF2-Al boundary profile, we have to refine
it by scaling the shape in depth and then comparing the efficiencies obtained for
each model with experimental data. Another fitting parameter is the vertical dis-
placement of the boundaries. By automatic modeling of the efficiency over a small-
meshed grid of these two parameters and wavelength, one can determine the
average thickness of the MgF2 layer from the best fit between the calculated and the
experimental efficiencies. Even slight changes (with a few nanometers) in profile
depth and vertical displacement give a noticeable rise to the efficiency at fixed
wavelengths, particularly in resonance regions. Figure 17 presents an efficiency
curve (heavy dark blue) for the model with a lower-boundary scaling factor of 1.04
and a vertical displacement of 68.5 nm. The model with these parameters of the
layer geometry provides the better least-squares fit (not worse than 20%) of calcu-
lated efficiency to experimental data, both in the medium and in the long-
wavelength ranges. As to the short-wavelength part, no variations in the lower
boundary profile chosen within our approach yield theoretical values of the effi-
ciency close enough to the measured ones.

What only remains is to check whether the average-thickness parameters of the
MgF2 nonconformal layer used in the final model provide a better fit between the
calculated and experimental values of efficiency throughout the wavelength range
with a new MgF2 RI library (Keski-Kuha–Goray) [37]. To do this, we scale the
vertical displacement and boundary parameters for the final model. Graphical
results of this three-parameter optimization (scale, shift, and wavelength) are
displayed in Figure 19. The final geometrical model of border shapes and layer
thicknesses is demonstrated in Figure 18. The optimization procedure using differ-
ent thicknesses for all the layers accounted has been applied using the least-square
method. An analysis of these results shows that the parameters of the final model do

Figure 18.
Average G185M AFM border profiles before and after coating Cr/Al/MgF2.
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indeed provide the best agreement between the measured and calculated values of
efficiency throughout the wavelength range. The relative deviation of experiment
from theory for all wavelengths at which grating A was studied does not exceed 10%
throughout the wavelength range. Figure 21 presents also an efficiency curve (sky
blue curve) calculated by use of the approximate values of the MgF2 absorption
index; all other parameters of the final model remain intact. A comparison of the
curve efficiencies based on scaled (sky blue curve) and exactly calculated (heavy dark
blue curve) values of absorption shows that the efficiency changes at the wavelengths
where the RI imaginary values scale only slightly are indeed appreciable.

4.4 Imprinted off-plane blaze grating for soft X-rays

Grazing-incidence off-plane gratings have been suggested for the International
X-ray Observatory (IXO) [42]. Compared with gratings in the classical in-plane
mount, X-ray gratings in the off-plane mount have the potential for superior reso-
lution and efficiency for the IXO mission [43]. The results of efficiency calculations
for such a 5000/mm gold-blazed soft-X-ray grating in a conical (off-plane) mount
using the average groove profile derived from AFM measurements was presented
in [44].

An AFM study of the grooved area confirmed the larger than expected blaze
angle. The AFM scans across the grooves near the center of the grating are shown in
Figure 20(a), where each scan is displaced vertically by 1 nm for ease of viewing.
The standard deviation of the data points from the average scan curve is 0.89 nm
and is a measure of the roughness of the groove profile. The histogram of the angles
between each pair of scan points is shown in Figure 20(b), where a Gaussian curve
is fitted to the angle distribution. The top corners of the groove profiles are
rounded, and this results in a rather broad distribution of angles with a centroid
value of 13°.

Figure 19.
Five-boundary G185M grating model. Horizontal and vertical scales are different (after [37]).
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The average values of the blaze angles measured at seven points distributed on
the grooved area ranged from 8.9° to 15°, and the RMS roughness values ranged
from 0.66 to 0.92 nm. Thus, there was considerable variation of the grooves over
the 5 cm patterned area. AFM data that were taken before the titanium and gold
coating of the imprinted grating showed RMS roughness of approximately 0.2 nm
and blaze angles of around 8°, which indicate that deposition of the metal films onto
the polymer-based imprint resist led to the observed changes in groove profile [45].
High diffraction efficiencies of the Au-imprinted 5000/mm grating using the aver-
age groove profile with 123 nodes of the polygonal groove profile derived from the
AFM measurements (Figure 21) are demonstrated in Refs [44, 46].

4.5 Si-etched blaze gratings for X-rays: EUV

For medium- and high-frequency diffraction gratings, classical (in-plane) dif-
fraction gives acceptable values of the efficiency of working orders only in the soft
X-ray and EUV ranges [47]. However, grazing conical (off-plane) diffraction
schemes have great advantages in efficiency when such gratings operate in short-
wavelength regions of the X-ray spectrum (hard X-rays and tender X-rays),
including in high orders and to obtain high dispersion and resolution. With such a
mount, record efficiency, close to that of a respective mirror, can be obtained for
sawtooth gratings with blaze angles of several degrees, which are much easier to
manufacture. For a theoretical analysis of the diffraction efficiency of such gratings,
the use of rigorous electromagnetic theories is required [48, 49].

Figure 20.
(a) AFM scans across the grooves near the center of the grating; (b) histogram of the angles of pairs of points on
the AFM scans giving a measure of the average blaze angle (after [43]).
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The manufacturing process of a reflective Si-etched grating of a triangular
groove profile (sawtooth or blaze) can be conventionally divided into four main
steps: (1) obtaining a pattern of a protective mask for etching grooves (DWL or
EBL, in our case); (2) anisotropic etching of grooves in a solution of potassium
hydroxide (KOH); (3) etching to smooth the grating profile and polish the surface
of the reflective (working) facets; (4) coating to increase reflectivity. In turn, each
step consists of several operations that should be controlled using AFM and, if
possible, SEM. Some AFM results (NTEGRA Aura microscope) obtained during the
grating manufacturing process are considered further in detail.

To transfer the grating pattern directly to a silicon wafer (stage 2), it is etched in
KOH with various concentrations at a temperature from room temperature to 50°C
with vigorous stirring of the solution [20, 50, 51]. KOH etches the {111} planes more
slowly than the rest of silicon, which leads to angular facets with a facet tilt deter-
mined by the orientation of the {111} planes relative to the surface plane (i.e.,
vicinal Si(111) plates). Therefore, KOH etches the pattern of the grooves in the Si
while simultaneously setting the blaze angle of grating facets. The author uses here
the results of our original Si-etched grating production technique, however, with
references to the similar methods for mastering such gratings.

In our AFM studies, the following was performed: measurement of the surface
roughness of the working facet on an area of 1 � 1 and 10 � 10 μm2 and measure-
ment of the grating profile, etching depth and blaze angle of the working facet
when scanning 10 � 10 μm2. The measurements were made in the tapping mode
using scans of 512 � 512 pixels. We used TipsNano [4] silicon cantilevers with a
typical radius of tips �6 nm. Examples of the AFM topography of Si-etched grating
samples with a smoothed profile on the area of 1 � 1 and 10 � 10 μm2 are shown in
Figure 22a, b for sample No. 5.

Figure 23a shows the topography profile of specimen No. 5 along line 1 (black
curve) and the blaze angle of the working facet (blue curve). The angle is calculated
as the arctan of the coordinate derivative and converted to degrees. Figure 23b shows
the profile of the slope of the non-working facet along line 1 for sample No. 3/1.

The results of AFM studies of the geometrical groove parameters of the samples
of Si-etched gratings with a period of 2 μm are presented in Table 5. In the results
presented in Table 5 the deconvolution algorithms have been used, although we
evaluated mid-frequency gratings. The histogram (normalized density of probabil-
ity) of blaze, anti-blaze, and apex angles of grooves of the grating with 500/mm and
4° blaze angle is demonstrated in Figure 24 (left). The three peaks on this curve are
clearly associated with the corresponding working and non-working facet angles, as
well as with the angle of the smoothed top of the groove profile. The average groove

Figure 21.
Normalized average groove profile of an Au-imprinted 5000/mm grating measured by AFM (after [44]).
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profile topography and the respective angles one can see in Figure 24 (right). The
peak corresponding to the blaze angle is pronounced and indicates a high quality of
the developed sawtooth grating. The average groove profile derived from AFM data
for one grating was used then for rigorous calculus of 3D diffraction efficiencies of
orders vs. incidence angle and wavelength in the soft-X-ray–EUV range and classi-
cal mount (Figure 25). The other AFM groove profile data for similar Si-etched

Figure 23.
Profile topography obtained by AFM scanning of area of 10 � 10 μm: a) surface and blaze angle of the working
facet, sample No. 5; b) anti-blaze angle of the non-working facet, sample No. 3/1.

Sample
No.

Groove depth/Si-
nub height, nm

Working/non-
working facet width,

nm

Working facet
RMS roughness,

nm

Blaze
angle,
deg.

Anti-blaze
angle, deg.

1 95/38 1512/340 0.462 — —

2 97/44 1544/340 0.345 — —

3/1 121 1710 0.278 4.05 20

3/2 111 1594 0.340 — —

5 114 1580 0.337 4.13 20

Table 5.
Groove geometrical parameters of Si-etched grating samples according to AFM.

Figure 22.
Surface topography obtained by AFM scanning of area of sample No. 5: a) 1 � 1 μm2; b) 10 � 10 μm2.
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gratings produced by DWL, or EBL, or holographic recording can be found in
[52, 53] and references there in.

In order to reduce the roughness of the grating surface, the authors of [54] use a
nine-cycle RCA-1/HF etching procedure to remove any irregularities and rough-
ness, i.e., perform both smoothing and polishing etching; and they report submi-
cron roughness. To reduce the roughness of the working facet at the polishing stage,
several etchants have been tested, including tetramethylammonium hydroxide
(TMAH) and the isotropic silicon etchant HF: HNO3: H2O. Table 6 shows the AFM
results of processing in different etchants of the surface of samples, punctured from
the same grating immediately after anisotropic etching in KOH. As one can see from
Table 6, the RMS roughness of working facets can be reduced to <0.3 nm for a few
etching processes. The initial RMS roughness (before a polishing process) was
�1.2 nm (compare with results in Table 5).

Figure 24.
AFM groove parameters of 500/mm and 4° blaze grating: (left) histogram of groove angles including smoothed
groove top (‘transition’); (right) average groove topography and respective angles.

Figure 25.
3D diffraction efficiency in principal orders of 500/mm Au-coated Si-etched grating rigorously calculated using
the realistic groove profile vs. incidence angle and wavelength.
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5. Conclusion

In the chapter, some earlier and recent results of the use of AFM & STM
methods for groove metrology of various surface relief (ruled, holographic, litho-
graphic, imprinted) diffraction gratings, mostly intended for short wavelengths,
were described and discussed. Examples of a few comparisons with the other
widely-used direct metrology techniques, such as SEM, stylus profilometry and
microinterferometry, were also demonstrated and compared. In addition, the most
critical problems connected with AFM methods for groove metrology of bulk, thin-
film-coated and multilayer-coated gratings were discussed, such as: the tip
deconvolution and its radius; groove shape and abrupt groove slopes; RMS nano-
roughness and PSD functions.

The detailed AFM groove metrology results were presented by the author for
several important grating samples: the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph grat-
ing flown aboard the HST and working in the Visible–NIR; the similar master,
replica and multilayer soft-X-ray–EUV blaze gratings; the Cosmic Origins Spectro-
graph grating used in the last servicing mission to the HST and working in the
VUV–NUV; imprinted off-plane blaze grating planned for the International X-ray
Observatory and working in the soft X-rays; and recently developed Si-etched blaze
diffraction gratings indented to work in the X-rays–EUV at high efficiency and a
very low level of scattering light. These gratings were chosen because high quality
efficiency data exists, in particular, for space gratings or/and X-ray gratings char-
acterized by synchrotron radiation sources; and their groove profiles, together with
random nanoroughness, were measured by AFM to be included in rigorous effi-
ciency and scattered light intensity calculus.

The rigorous calculation accounts for the real profile of the grooves and their
thickness as well as suitable refractive indices. It was not possible earlier to achieve
such good agreements between measured and calculated efficiencies of high- and
mid-frequency gratings working in the short spectral ranges due to the lack of
realistic, i.e., measured using the AFM technique, groove profile shapes, as it has
been demonstrated in the present study. Today, using an appropriate AFM
instrument and the respective method one has a possibility to determine with a
superfine (atomic-scale) spatial resolution grating-like structures, i.e., their groove
profiles including abrupt slopes and random nanoroughness. Moreover, such

Sample No. Working facet RMS roughness, nm Polishing etchant/etching time, s

1 0.269 Isotropic/30 s

2 0.244 Isotropic/20 s

3 0.271 Isotropic, using HF before/60 s

4 0.315 Isotropic/60 s

5 0.246 TMAH/2 min

6 0.291 TMAH/4 min

7 0.336 TMAH/6 min

8 0.312 TMAH/8 min

76KDB Si(111)4°-
substrate, ∅76.2 mm

0.149 No process

Table 6.
Groove roughness of Si-grating samples according to AFM after polishing.
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non-destructive AFM analysis is the only suitable one to apply to current produc-
tion and evaluation of such complicated and expensive devices like as most of X-ray
diffraction gratings are.
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